Resumption of ethanol-seeking behaviour in rats.
Reexposure to alcohol may induce subjective craving and relapse to drug self-administration in ex-alcoholics. In this study, we proposed a rat model of "first-drink"-induced drug-seeking relapse. Responding was established in Long Evans rats under a fixed-ratio [FR5:S(1)] schedule for oral ethanol. Substitution of water for ethanol solution resulted in extinction of the self-administration. When responding for 8% ethanol and ethanol intake were stable for at least three consecutive 30min sessions, ethanol delivery was discontinued and only three water dipper cup presentations were available upon responding (3[FR5:water]). When the number of active lever presses decreased to a low stable level, responding was considered extinguished. In Experiment 1, subjects under "extinction" were challenged with three 8% ethanol dipper cup presentations. The re-exposure to ethanol was able to significantly reinstate responding in all subjects. Latency to complete the ethanol presentation significantly decreased compared to the value observed during the previous "extinction" session. In Experiment 2, other subjects were tested for extinction and then reexposed to 4, 8 or 16% ethanol. All three concentrations significantly increased active lever presses, but with different patterns of responding. The resumption of responding was linearly correlated to the ethanol concentration but no significant dose-effect relationship was found. In Experiment 3, reexposure to 8% ethanol in nondeprived rats induced a resumption of responding not significantly different from the effect observed in a restricted diet condition. These results demonstrate that ethanol reexposure is able to reinstate ethanol-seeking behaviour in rats with a past history of ethanol self-administration, and that this effect does not depend on a food motivation drive related to the calorific value of ethanol.